Sustainability Ratings
for Global Supply Chains
Actionable Scorecards,
Performance Monitoring
& Improvement Tools
Manage
Risks

Reduce
Costs

Create
Value

Measure
Impact

EcoVadis: Simple, Global, Reliable Ratings
EcoVadis is the most trusted provider of business sustainability ratings, used by over 75,000 companies
worldwide. Backed by powerful technology and a global team of experts, EcoVadis’ easy-to-use
scorecards provide actionable insights into environmental, social and ethical risks.

Buyers

Suppliers

• Identify risks, drive
improvements
• Scale faster, control
costs
• Discover
innovations
• Reward high
performers

• Get a globally
recognized rating
• Avoid redundant
surveys
• Benchmark
performance
• Promote strong
results

About the EcoVadis Assessment Model
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Site audits,
workers voice,
proprietary
databases

Companies being assessed receive an online
questionnaire customized to their industry,
country of operations and size.
Learn more about our methodology:
www.ecovadis.com/methodology
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EcoVadis rates sustainability performance
by assessing a company’s policies, actions
and results, as well as inputs from third-party
professionals and external stakeholders.
Our methodology covers seven management
indicators, across 21 sustainability criteria, in four
themes:
• Environment
• Labor & Human Rights
• Ethics
• Sustainable Procurement

NGOs, trade
unions, judicial
authorities,
gov’t sanction
lists,
international
organiztions,
social media

Policies, Actions,
Results
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The EcoVadis Solution
Interactive Platform and End-to-End Services

Interactive Platform:

Program Services:

• Dashboard for network views and KPI
tracking

• A program manager guides strategy and
campaign deployment

• 360° screening and live news monitoring

• Supplier onboarding & support services in
10+ languages

• Benchmark performance

• Additional services including risk mapping,
buyer training and software integration

• Collaborative corrective action tools

Integrating EcoVadis in the Procurement Process
Include EcoVadis (EV)
for all new suppliers as a
prerequisite

Onboarding

RFP

Inform about EV in RFP
(pre-) invitation so that
suppliers can prepare

Define weighting of
EV in general RFP

Analysis

Awarding

Awarding based on
weighting rules

Include EV
assessment as
contract condition

Contract

Ordering

Block EV high risk suppliers
from Ordering tool

Include EV in general
supplier scorecard,
annual review; Corrective
Action Mgmt

SRM

Risk

Live News for
monitoring between
ratings

EcoVadis integrates seamlessly with your existing procurement tools, such
as SAP Ariba, Coupa, iValua, Synertrade, TYS, Jaggaer, Sievo and more.

A Trusted Partner
More than 75,000 customers including over 600 global procurement organizations use
EcoVadis, among them:

The EcoVadis rating system enables us to increase the
number of suppliers assessed and focus our internal
resources on action plans and follow-ups with suppliers
identified as potential CSR risks.”

Save Cost and Time, Reduce Risk and Disruptions, and Accelerate Adoption
80% cost reduction compared to in-house

Up to 90% supplier onboarding rate

Preemptively reduce risk and disruptions

Integrated with leading procurement software

Founded in 2007, EcoVadis has 600 professionals from 50+ nationalities around the world.

75,000+

200+

100,000+

customers

industries / purchasing
categories

external data sources

200

72%

500+

countries

of rated companies improve
performance

regulations covered

www.ecovadis.com
EcoVadis is headquartered in Paris and has offices in New York, London, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Melbourne, Toronto,
Mauritius, Warsaw, Dusseldorf and Tunis.
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